Oracle NetSuite
CASE STUDY

Elevation Marketing helps leading cloud software provider
engage partners in the competitive social media landscape.
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BACKGROUND

High-Tech
Social Savvy
Oracle Engages
Value-Added
Partners with
Social Playbook

In the crowded and very competitive world of high technology sales,
distributors need creative solutions to stand out. While most use rebates,
discounts and bonuses to reward salespeople and resellers, Oracle wanted to
provide a unique solution that not only supported its partner relationships but
also served as a potential sales tool for those partners to leverage themselves.
Having experienced significant growth and engagement on social
media, Oracle NetSuite recognized social media as a natural
platform to engage its value-added partners. Oracle knew, however,
that educating partners on the intricacies of social media in the technology
landscape and supporting the launch of their profiles would be no small
undertaking. Oracle turned to Elevation Marketing, a B2B marketing
agency with a proven track record of delivering successful social media
programs. Having provided social media marketing services to the NetSuite
brand recently acquired by Oracle, which was experiencing strong social
success, Elevation Marketing was naturally the preferred agency of choice.
Oracle wanted to engage its partners with a social media solution that
enabled partners to get educated and set up on social media, allowing
for greater engagement with Oracle online, while also providing a solution that
those partners could leverage for their clients as well. The Oracle team sought
a program that would provide an opportunity to re-engage value-added
partners, stay top of mind and differentiate the business from the competition.

The Oracle team sought a
program that would provide
an opportunity to re-engage
value-added partners.

CHALLENGE

Designing an Actionable Social
Solution Informative for Brands
of all Social Maturities
Elevation Marketing needed to motivate Oracle partners to engage
on social media, but first those partners needed to be active on social
media – meaning the solution provided by Elevation had to be educational
and actionable for brands of various levels of social maturity while considering
the unique elements technology brands must consider.
To address all levels of social experience, Elevation developed the
concept of a Social Media Playbook that could be leveraged as a sales tool
to engage with value-added partners, while educating and encouraging those
partners to join social media and interact with Oracle. Looking beyond the
Oracle-partner relationship, the Playbook could also be provided to partners
as a sales tool of their own to add value to their clients and potential customers.
Elevation Marketing needed to design a unique, informative piece of content
that effectively packaged up social media insights and tactics for technology
brands, and could be used by a wide audience to keep partners engaged.

STRATEGY

Creating a
Social Media
Playbook for the
Tech Industry to
Support Sales
and Deliver
Partner Value
Elevation Marketing selected
a content marketing approach
leveraging the agency’s extensive
social media experience and deep
knowledge of Oracle’s target
audience. The proposed approach
included the development of a
comprehensive Social Media
Playbook addressing how to
execute the entire lifecycle
of social media as it relates to
the high technology industry.
The Playbook, which acts as a social
media handbook for technology
brands, provides a detailed

overview of all relevant social media
platforms – giving readers a practical
step-by-step guide to profile creation
and optimization, from image
requirements to industry-specific
SEO recommendations. Enabling
brands with zero social presence
to easily start the process of profile
development, while ensuring those
already active on social media
have taken the appropriate steps
to optimize their accounts.
Beyond the practical how-to
guide, the Playbook dives into
strategic guidance rooted in
research and insights about the
channel’s unique characteristics
and Elevation’s technology
social know-how. The strategic
advice outlined – from channelspecific social activity cadence
to detailed analysis of topics and
tools trending in the technology
landscape – provides actionable
tactics that are easily understood
and applied across a range of
technology social programs.
By detailing the best ways to
leverage each social platform,
the Playbook allows partners
to quickly identify the social
channels that are most likely to

resonate with their audience
and deliver social ROI for their
organization. Understanding that
many of these partners will have
sales as their business objective,
Elevation provided a detailed look
at the softer aspects of social selling,
giving practical and strategic tips to
connecting with prospects on social
media by helping followers define,
prevent and solve a problem.
To ensure partners are able
to measure the value and
success of their social media
programs, Elevation included a
comprehensive review of social
metrics and KPIs. As a result,
the Social Media Playbook walks
Oracle’s partners through the
basics of social media, from the
fundamentals of setting up a profile
and finding the right audiences to the
strategy behind outreach, building
engagement, starting a sales funnel
and measuring social success. With
detailed and industry-specific insight,
Elevation’s Playbook delivers
actionable tactics and strategies
applicable to channel partners
at all levels of social maturity.

DELIVERABLE

•

Oracle NetSuite Social Media Playbook

ELEVATION’S PLAYBOOK
DELIVERS ACTIONABLE
TACTICS AND STRATEGIES
APPLICABLE TO CHANNEL
PARTNERS AT ALL LEVELS
OF SOCIAL MATURITY.

BUSINESS WINS

A Campaign
that Educated
and Engaged
Partners on
Social Media

The Social Media Playbook was leveraged by
the Oracle NetSuite sales team as a value-added
benefit to give to their key partners. The Playbook
opened the discussion between Oracle and its
partners about the value of social media and provided
a natural opportunity to develop publically visible
relationships online via social media.
With the Playbook in their arsenal, Oracle NetSuite
partners were fully equipped to launch and optimize
their social media profiles, understand the unique
social characteristics of the industry, post relevant and
captivating content across various platforms while
providing value to followers and potential customers.
In addition, the Social Media Playbook provided
Oracle’s partners with a plan for social media success
that enabled them to engage with Oracle NetSuite
online and acted as a unique sales tool for the
partners themselves.

ABOUT ELEVATION

Elevation Marketing is a full-service B2B marketing agency,
providing exceptional client experiences that result in more
business wins. We go beyond tactics to inspire experiences
that build brand believers. From a holistic perspective, we
focus on all aspects of operations and strategy to ensure
alignment between marketing and sales.
We have a strong command of inbound marketing, and
know how to effectively manage, deliver and retain buyers.
We offer full-cycle web development services for the
enterprise. We build bridges of communication, streamlining
the dissemination of information to targeted entities.

Whether its partner portals, online stores, web apps or
microsites, our custom digital solutions help you govern
personal data through its entire lifecycle for superior lead
generation and nurturing.
If you have a B2B product or service that solves real-world
problems, then you’ve done your job. We’ll do ours by
connecting you to the B2B decision makers that will
benefit from what you have to offer.
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